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Bruno le Maire asks energy suppliers "to do more, better and to do it right away", to help 
companies that are struggling to pay their bills. Bakeries, for example, are experiencing an 
explosion of electricity prices. The Minister of Economy does not rule out sanctioning more 
energy suppliers who are not doing their part. Bruno Le Maire received this afternoon the 
representatives of the sector. 
 
In the region of Paca, a new system is set up to help bakers. The Region is launching an Energy 
emergency check in addition to the State support. 3 million euros are released immediately, as 
announced today by Renaud Muselier. 
 
And the pension reform will be presented on January 23 in the Council of Ministers. The Prime 
Minister wants the text to come into force at the end of the summer.  Two days of 
consultations begin today with the unions. The arbitrations will be presented in a week. 
 
With regard to unemployment insurance, the government withdraws the controversial part of 
the decree: The measure planned to reduce the duration of compensation by 40% if 
unemployment fell below 6%. Unions and the political opposition, especially on the left were 
strongly opposed to this measure. 
 
A 16-year-old boy was seriously injured in the Var this morning, in Hyères, after being stabbed 
in front of his high school. He is is in critical condition. The author of the stab wounds, a 15-
year-old boy, was arrested. We don't yet know the reasons for this attack. 
 
The headquarters of the Angers soccer club were raided. The investigation focuses on financial 
transactions and the role of certain people in those transfers. The people concerned do not 
have an official license. In June, the headquarters of the SCO had already been the subject of a 
search. 
 


